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Abstract: A new class of hydrogels utilizing DNA (DNA

quadruplex gel) has been constructed by directly and
symmetrically coupling deoxynucleotide phosphoramidite
monomers to the ends of polyethylene glycols (PEGs) in
liquid phase, and using the resulting DNA-PEG-DNA tri-
block copolymers as macromonomers. Elongation of

merely four deoxyguanosine residues on PEG, which pro-
duces typically &10 grams of desired DNA-PEG conjugates

in one synthesis, resulted in intelligent and biodegradable
hydrogels utilizing DNA quadruplex formation, which are
responsive to various input signals such as Na+ , K+ , and

complementary DNA strand. Gelation of DNA quadruplex
gels takes place within a few seconds upon the addition

of a trigger, enabling free formation just like Ca+-alginate
hydrogels or possible application as an injectable polymer

(IP) gel. The obtained hydrogels show good thermal stabil-

ity and rheological properties, and even display self-heal-
ing ability.

Recent development of various hydrogels with unique proper-
ties is attracting scientists not only from material chemistry but

also from broad research fields such as medical sciences to the
field.[1–11] DNA is one of popular materials used to prepare hy-

drogels, often with sophisticated functions, as a fruit of previ-

ous studies in DNA computing and structural DNA nanotech-

nology.[12, 13] Most of them, however, are miniature material,
since DNA used in such systems is prepared on solid-phase

DNA synthesizers, which only produces oligonucleotides in

usually mg scales.[14] For the applications of DNA hydrogels to
practical purposes, it is desirable to overcome such scale barri-

er. Here, we present a versatile hydrogel system that consists
of only two popular biocompatible materials, DNA and poly-

ethylene glycol (PEG). DNA-PEG-DNA triblock conjugates, in
which merely four or five consecutive nucleotides are symmet-

rically introduced, were prepared at least on a gram scale ap-

plying a solution-phase large scale DNA synthesis, thus realiz-
ing intelligent and biodegradable hydrogels (DNA quadruplex

gels). By utilizing efficient formation of G-quadruplexes as the
crosslinking points,[15–25] DNA quadruplex gels shows sol-to-gel

(or gel-to-sol) transition responsive to various input signals,
such as Na+ , K+ , and a complementary DNA strand. DNA

quadruplex gels can be instantly prepared and even show self-

healing properties.
Structures of typical DNA-PEG-DNA conjugates used in this

study are presented in Figure 1. In L4.6k-dG4, for example,
DNA portions of d(GpGpGpGp) are attached to both of the

ends of linear PEG4.6k. X10k-dG4, on the other hand, bears four-
arm PEG10k in place of the linear PEG, and thus four dG4 por-
tions at every end. To prepare such conjugates, we employed

high-efficiency liquid phase (HELP) synthesis of oligonucleo-
tides developed by Bonora et al. with a few major modifica-
tions.[26] Deoxyguanosine (dG) residues were directly and sym-
metrically coupled to the ends of either linear or branched

PEG, instead of methoxy-PEG used in the original HELP, which
is used as a semi-solution phase substrate soluble in a cou-

pling reaction mixture and easily precipitable with a poor sol-
vent for product recovery and washing (Figure 1 a and
Scheme S1 in the Supporting Information). In addition, inser-

tion of ester linkage between the PEG and DNA portions was
omitted in the present modified HELP to obtain DNA-PEG-DNA

conjugates as the final product. Other chemistry is almost the
same as popular phosphoramidite DNA synthesis except that

typically &10 g of protected conjugates with &70 % overall

yield after four rounds of coupling can be obtained in one syn-
thesis. As shown in the photograph in Figure 1 a, the final de-

protection procedure using solid-phase extraction and re-pre-
cipitation gives the desired conjugates as macroscopic solid.

Consecutive dG residues, just like those introduced in the con-
jugates, are known to form quite stable G-quadruplex struc-
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tures in the presence of Na+ or K+ .[27] The dG portion thus

serves as four-way crosslinking points to form a 3D network of
PEG (Figure 1 b), resulting in efficient gelation of the conjugate

solution upon Na+ or K+ addition. As shown in Figure 1 c and
Movie S1, solutions of the conjugates turned into transparent

hydrogels within a few seconds after the addition of 100 mm
(final concentration) K+ or even Na+ . Figure 1 d shows a phase
diagram of the quadruplex gels with two conjugates, L4.6k-

dG4 or X10k-dG4, in the presence of K+ or Na+ . Quadruplex
hydrogels prepared in the presence of K+ show overall a

higher thermal stability compared to those with Na+ , and for
most of the conditions examined, the transition temperature

Tsol was sufficiently higher than 37 8C. The hydrogel formation

was completely reversible across Tsol so that repetitive phase
transition between sol and gel states can be achieved by

switching the temperature between 25 8C and 90 8C (Fig-
ure S5). Apparent critical gelation concentrations (CGCs), simi-

larly to Tsol, were roughly independent on the structure of the

PEG portion and were 3 wt % for K+ systems and 4 wt % for
those of Na+ . Rheological studies of the quadruplex gels re-

vealed that all of the present quadruplex gels are stiffer than
most of the conventional DNA hydrogels with storage moduli

(G’) around 1–10 kPa, and the X10k-dG4/K+ gel does not turn
into sol even at &90 8C (Figure 1 e). The ease of preparing

Figure 1. Metal-ion-responsive hydrogels utilizing G-quadruplex formation between PEG–DNA conjugates. (a) Structure of PEG–DNA conjugates used in this
study. Photograph: purified L4.6k-dG4 (1 g) prepared by modified HELP. (b) Schematic representation of the system. Wavy blue lines represent PEG segments.
Upon the addition of K+ or Na+ to a conjugate solution, DNA segments immediately form G-quadruplexes to crosslink PEG segments into a 3D network.
(c) Photographs of 10 wt % DNA-PEG-DNA conjugate in 0.2 m Tris/HCl before (left) and after (right) the addition of metal ion solutions (100 mm K+ or 100 mm
Na+ , final concentrations). (d) Temperature-dependent phase diagram as a function of conjugate concentrations (0–15 wt %). Open symbols represent that no
gelation was observed even at 5 8C. Apparent CGCs were 3 wt % for K+ , and 4 wt % for Na+ . (e) Temperature-dependent rheological properties of 10 wt %
DNA quadruplex gels. (f) Dependence of Tsol of 7 wt % (&10 mm) L4.6k-dG4 gel on metal ion concentration.
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highly concentrated macromonomer solution such as 5 wt %
or even up to 30 wt % is one of the best advantage of the

present system utilizing HELP. Conjugates with four-arm PEG (X
series), which quantitatively bear an additional chemical four-

way crosslinking point in the PEG portion, showed nearly a
twice as high G’ compared to those with linear PEG (L series).

Considering that G’ is theoretically proportional to the cross-
linking density,[28] the contribution of G-quadruplexes, that is,
physical four-way crosslinking points, to the polymer 3D net-

work in the quadruplex gels is almost comparable to the
branching point in the X series. Conjugates bearing dG3 por-
tions showed lower thermal stabilities compared to those
bearing dG4 portions (Table S2, Supporting Information), prob-
ably representing the low stability of the corresponding G-
quadruplexes.

The dependence of metal ion concentration over Tsol was ex-

amined both for K+ and Na+ with 7 wt % (&10 mm) L4.6k-dG4
solution. Since K+ binds to the inter-plane cavity between the

two G-tetrads whereas relatively smaller Na+ binds to the
intra-plane cavity, equivalent concentrations of each ion to G-

quadruplexes (5 mm) are 15 and 20 mm, respectively. Figure 1 f
shows that CGCs for K+ and Na+ are both within a range be-

tween 5 mm and 10 mm. At the equivalent, Tsol for L4.6k-dG4/

K+ is 51 8C and that for L4.6k-dG4/Na+ is 38 8C. The Tsol almost
saturates around 50 mm both for K+ and Na+ . These values

also support nearly quantitative G-quadruplex contribution in
gelation at room temperature in the presence of 100 mm ions.

Measurements of circular dichroism (CD) of diluted conjugate
solutions revealed that DNA portions in all of the present

conjugates exist as parallel quadruplexes in the presence

of metal ions (Figure S6). Intensities of the positive cotton
effect at 260 nm almost correlate with the thermal stability of

the hydrogels. Similarly, melting temperatures (Tm) determined
by q at 260 nm were comparable with corresponding Tsol

(Table S4).
The requirement of a reasonably low concentration of metal

ions suggests that the gelation of present DNA quadruplex

gels can be triggered by various body-related fluids and not
only by phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). In fact, addition of
one third the volume of either commercially available 1 V
PBS(@), fetal bovine serum, artificial tear, saliva, sweat, or even

E-MEM cell culture media to 10 wt % L4.6k-dG4 solution all re-
sulted in instant formation of DNA quadruplex gels, which are

stable even above 37 8C (Figure S7). The present gels thus hold

potential to be used for various healthcare purposes.
Prompt gelation of the present conjugates enabled easy

preparation of hydrogel beads mimicking the process for calci-
um alginate gel beads, which involves dripping of an alginate

solution to a Ca2 + solution. As expected, DNA quadruplex gel
beads or even a gel string could be straightforwardly prepared

by dripping or injecting a 10 wt % L4.6k-dG4 solution to a 1 m
K+ solution (Figure 2 a and Movie S2). No conjugate solution
came out from the center when a gel bead was cut into half

with a razor immediately after dripping, showing that the gela-
tion takes place at once in whole drop. Since the conjugate so-

lution injected to PBS also immediately turns into a gel (Movie
S3), the present DNA quadruplex gel can be used as an injecta-

ble polymer (IP) gel, which is recently considered as one of the

best candidates for drug/cell carrier.[29, 30]

The properties of the present DNA quadruplex gels were ex-

amined using 10 wt % L4.6k-dG4/Na+ gel beads (10 ml) con-

taining fluorescent polystyrene beads (d = 0.5 mm) prepared as
described above using 10 V PBS(@). A gel bead subjected in a

solution containing phosphodiesterase (PDE) II completely dis-
appeared within 3 days at 37 8C, whereas a bead in a solution

without the enzyme was almost intact both visually and quan-
titatively estimated by polystyrene-beads leakage (Figure 2 b

and Figure S6a). Addition of DNase I also resulted in the disso-

lution of bead (Figure S7), although PDE I was not able to
digest the quadruplex gel probably because of the difference

in their reaction mechanism. The digestion of the DNA quadru-
plex gel is unusually slow, presumably as a result of the exclu-

sion volume effect from PEG portions and the structural rigidi-
ty of the G-quadruplexes themselves, however, the present

DNA quadruplex gels are nevertheless biodegradable.

According to the observation of fluorescent leakage from
three L4.6k-dG4/K+ gel beads containing d = 0.5 mm, 0.1 mm,

and 50 nm polystyrene beads (Figure S8 b–d), the mesh size of
the polymer network is estimated to be somewhat larger than

100 nm, since significant leakage was observed for 50 nm poly-
styrene beads after 3 days while the leakage of 0.1 mm bead

was only marginal. The largest 0.5 mm beads completely
stayed in the L4.6k-dG4/K+ gel during this period.

One major advantage of employing DNA as a component of

a hydrogel is that various achievements in the fields of DNA
computing and structural DNA nanotechnology are applicable

to construct intelligent materials. In this study, we employed
toe-hold mediated strand exchange,[31] one of the most popu-

lar method in these fields, to implement an oligonucleotide-

sensing capability to the DNA quadruplex gel (Figure 3). As
shown in Figure 3 a, X20k-dG3 with extra 5 nucleotides (X20k-

dG3toe) was synthesized for this experiment. This extra 5 nu-
cleotides remain single-stranded even after gel formation, and

serve as a “toe-hold” where a complementary strand first par-
tially hybridizes as shown in Figure 3 b. The complementary

Figure 2. (a) Preparation of DNA quadruplex gel beads and string (see Sup-
porting Movie S2). A conjugate solution (10 wt %) containing RB (23 mm) was
added to 1 m K+ solution dropwise to form gel beads. Hydrogel string was
also formed by injection of the conjugate solution. (b) Enzymatic digestion
assay using hydrogel beads. Fluorescent DNA quadruplex gel beads were
prepared with 10 ml conjugate solution, and immersed in PBS(@) with or
without PDE II. After 3 days at 37 8C, only the hydrogel bead in the presence
of the enzyme completely disappeared and the fluorescent polystyrene
beads were released into the buffer.
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strand then peels off the dG3 portion from the G-quadruplex

by forming a complete duplex. The stability of the G-triplex
structure, an intermediate of G-quadruplex formation and dis-

sociation, in the presence of K+ or Na+ is far lower than that
of G-quadruplexes.[32] Accordingly, removal of one strand from

a G-quadruplex is expected to promote gel-to-sol phase transi-
tion. The X20k-dG3toe/K+ bead immersed in K+ solution con-
taining a matched complementary strand indeed disappeared

within 12 hours at room temperature. When merely a one-base
mismatch was introduced to the input strand, on the other
hand, the quadruplex gel bead still remained under the same
conditions, although non-negligible swelling of the bead and

fluorescent leakage was observed. Since the DNA portion in
the complexes can be freely elongated in the synthesis, further

intelligent systems may be feasible by employing DNA aptam-

ers or more sophisticated DNA logic gates developed to
date.[33, 34]

Another feature of the present DNA quadruplex gels is their
self-healing property (Figure 4).[35] As the formation of G-quad-

ruplexes is a reversible process, gradual exchange of the DNA
portions in the crosslinking points as well as the diffusion of

the conjugates realizes recovery of the defective 3D network.

To demonstrate this, two cylindrical L4.6k-dG4/Na+ gels, one
colored in blue with bromophenol blue (BPB) and another in

red with rose bengal (RB) were prepared, and cut into halves
(Figure 4 a, photograph in the left). A pair of semicircles of dif-

ferent colors were pushed into each other and placed in a
mold. After 1 day at room temperature, the two pieces fused

into one cylindrical piece without any obvious defect (center).

Two days later, the piece became almost uniform with a
purple color as a mixture of the two dyes (right), showing that

Figure 3. Sequence-selective gel-to-sol transition utilizing toehold-mediated strand displacement. (a) Structures of X20k-dG3toe and the DNA strands used in
this study. (b) Schematic illustration of the process. The complementary DNA strand added to the solution first hybridizes to the extended 5-mer DNA portion
(toehold) and peels off the G tract from the quadruplex. (c) Photographs of hydrogel beads before (left) and after (right) addition of 8-mer DNA strands to
the buffer solution.

Figure 4. Self-healing properties of DNA quadruplex gel. (a) Cylindrical L4.6k-
dG4/Na+ gels (d = 8 mm, h = 3 mm) colored in blue with BPB and red with
RB formed with PBS were cut into halves (left) and put into a template.
After 1 day at room temperature, the two pieces fused into one cylindrical
piece without any obvious defect (center). Two days later, the piece became
almost uniform with a purple color as a mixture of two dyes (right). (b) Hy-
drogel strata made by gelating multiple quadruplex gels layer by layer (see
Supporting Movie S3). On a red cylindrical/L4.6k-dG4/Na+ gel, L4.6k-dG4 so-
lution without dye was added followed by PBS(@) to form the second trans-
parent layer. After the third blue layer was formed, the resulting cylinder
was sliced into thin pieces (left). After two days at room temperature, the
slice became uniformly purple because of free diffusion of the dyes (right).
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there is no boundary between the semicircles that prevents
free diffusion of the dyes.

The recovery between freshly cut sections takes days and is
rather slow, probably because of slow diffusion of the conju-

gates and/or the exclusion volume effect by the PEG por-
tion.[36] For immediate re-adhesion, in situ gelation between

the sections is effective as a filling. The L4.6k-dG4/Na+ gel
strata with tricolor layers presented in Figure 4 b were pre-
pared by forming cylindrical gels in a mold layer by layer (Sup-

porting Movie S4). The resulting gel cylinder was then sliced
into thin pieces with a razor. Even if the whole process only

took several minutes, the three layers responded to physical
stress completely as unity. After two days at room tempera-
ture, the slice became uniformly purple again because of free
diffusion of the dyes across the former interfaces. In combina-

tion with the above-mentioned toehold method, reversible ad-
hesion–separation between two gel pieces may be also feasi-
ble in the future.

Interestingly, addition of unmodified PEG4.6k to the solution
of L4.6k-dG4 significantly enhanced the stability of the result-

ing DNA quadruplex gel (Table S5). This result suggests that
the PEG portions in the conjugates act not only as the matrix

of the 3D polymer network but also as a molecular crowding

agent, which is known to stabilize both G-quadruplexes but
rather destabilize B-type DNA duplexes.[37]

In summary, we have successfully developed a new class of
DNA hydrogels. The present system consists of only DNA and

PEG portions, which are both biocompatible and popular bio-
materials. Considering their numerous advantages including

rapid gelation triggered by physiological Na+ solutions, the

present DNA quadruplex gels should be useful, for example, in
medicine- or biology-related fields as a potential drug carrier

or 3D cell culture scaffold.
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